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605 Linear Ad Impact: Tune-In

● Advertisers continue to rely heavily on linear TV campaigns to influence a wide variety of consumer 
behaviors, including awareness, favorability, intent, store visits, purchases, repeat visits, etc.

● While brands and marketers have a broad understanding of the influence of these campaigns, most 
struggle to understand the contributing factors to their successes or failures.

○ Is the ad campaign effective in retaining past consumers? 
○ Is the ad campaign drawing in new consumers? 
○ Is the ad campaign producing the desired outcomes?

Continuous, accurate measurement of linear campaigns, including the analysis of 
granular breakouts, provide the opportunity for optimization and performance.
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Attribution requires a “synthetic” control when randomization is not possible to 
determine causal impact.
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• 605’s TV viewership data enables observation of households 
that were exposed to the relevant ad campaign.  

• Predefined randomized ad assignment is impossible within 
linear campaigns.

• Naive comparisons of exposed vs. unexposed introduce 
biased estimates, as the baseline likelihood of conversion 
differs between the two populations. 

• To minimize bias and determine causal impact, 605 applies 
machine learning methods to match each “treated” household 
to unexposed households that compose a “synthetic control” 
group.  Matches are based on a vast variety of factors which 
are customized to each study.

Exposed HH
Unexposed HH that did not convert
Unexposed HH that did convert

605 Linear Ad Impact: Methodology

The blue Exposed household is most similar to its nearest five neighboring 
Unexposed households (encircled). These encircled similar households 
represent the synthetic control.  Among them, the four red households did 
not convert during the measurement period and the purple household did 
convert during the measurement period.  This establishes a synthetic 
control baseline of 20%.

Matched similar HHs
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For a recent premiere of a popular drama, 605 
studied the impact of TV promos on overall tune-in 
as well as granular audiences, including past series 
viewers, network viewers, competitive show 
viewers, and new viewers, etc..

● Ads caused a 285% lift among households 
which watched the previous season, even with 
an 8 times higher baseline propensity to tune-
in than general population.

● Ads attracted large tune-in rates among 
competitive show viewers, a very coveted 
subgroup, to the premiere.

● Ads were also able to complete the difficult 
task of drawing in new viewers to the third 
season, with a 706% lift.
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● Higher frequencies drove higher tune-in rates 
without a point of diminishing return. 

● Households exposed to 26+ promos had the 
greatest lift, +1,977%, which is 5X the lift of 
those with 1-4 impressions.
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● Households exposed to ads both on-network and 
off-network yielded the greatest lift, 739%. 

Exposed to Tune-In ads on both
Only exposed to Tune-In ads on non-owned (competitive) networks
Only exposed to Tune-In ads on owned networks

No exposure on any network

Impact of Tune-In Ad Exposure by 
Network Owner
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605 Linear Ad Impact: Network and Frequency Comparisons
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• Through this research, 605 helped the programmer identify 
which audiences were most influenced by the promo 
campaign and apply these insights to create more effective 
and efficient promo campaigns for future optimization.

• While this study measured the impact of TV promos, 605 
has measured hundreds of campaigns across many types of 
KPIs, including: brand awareness, online/offline purchase, 
store visits, ticket sales, etc..

605 IMP4CT (or 605 managed services) provides 
always-on measurement for brands and 

programmers, utilizing highly detailed insights to 
efficiently and effectively strengthen the 

performance of every existing and future campaign.

605 Linear Ad Impact: Optimizing Campaign Effectiveness
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